
Joseph Merced
UX Designer

EXPERIENCE

UX Researcher | CARA

JAN - JUL 2021, VANCOUVER, BC

● Designed and executed interviews and surveys to understand the
experience of potential users in regard to personal safety

● Compiled research findings to succinctly communicate with
business and design teams

HCI Teaching Assistant  | University of British Columbia

SEP - DEC 2020, VANCOUVER , BC

● Received an average score of 4.9 out of 5.0 in student evaluations
● Actively involved in teaching 120 students the fundamentals of HCI

concepts and methods in an online setting during in-class activities
● Led weekly workshops with 30 students to provide design reviews

and facilitate group activities to improve their redesign of existing
interfaces

● Regularly responded to student course questions through an online
Q&A platform

Barista | Starbucks

JAN 2020 - FEB 2021, VANCOUVER , BC

● Provided exceptional customer service that aligned with the
company's mission and principles during COVID-19

● Prepared handcrafted beverages and food orders in a fast-paced
environment

● Actively showcased and advertised the unique Starbucks Reserve
experience to customers  in a friendly manner

EDUCATION

BrainStation  |  Diploma Candidate, User Experience Design

JUL - SEP 2021, VANCOUVER, BC

University of British Columbia  |  B.Sc Cognitive Systems

SEP  2016 - MAY  2021, VANCOUVER, BC

PROJECTS

Dcluttr | UX Designer

JUL - SEP 2021, BrainStation Capstone Project

Designed a mobile application to efficiently organize, clean, and free up your
cluttered devices

jmerced04@gmail.com

778 855 0914

linkedin.com/in/josephmerced/

josephmerced.me

SKILLS

 Figma, Microsoft Office, InVision,

Adobe XD

 
 

PROFILE

I'm curious, empathetic, and a
lifelong learner. Whether I'm
sketching quick wireframes for a
passion project, interviewing
potential users for a new mobile
app, or trying to solve a new route
with strangers at the rock
climbing gym, I keep these three
words close to heart when I make
my decisions.

As a UX designer I am motivated
by exploring both the unique and
shared experiences that make us
human to make data-driven
solutions.

I am equipped with the necessary
UX skills that complement my
desire to understand others in
order to create meaningful
products.

http://linkedin.com/in/josephmerced/
https://josephmerced.me

